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that indncements of considerable pecuniary value were tried
in vain. Among these bits of private gossip, it was said that,
in accordance with a wish expressed by the tragedienne to
possess a set of clasps to complete the superb parure of jewels
she wore with the costume of Adrienne Lecouvreur, the sum
of 100,000 francs was offered on condition she would remain
in France. This, though a paltry consideration when opposed
to the potent one of the expected 1,200,000 francs, was still
too important to he slighted. The condition was accepted,
the sum was sent; part of it was used for the purchase of the
clasps, the remainder prudently added to the mass, and the
tragedienne remained: the handsome bribe purchased a respite
of six months.
It must be owned, however, that it was long before Rachel
herself viewed the emigration in the fair colors in which it
was pictured by those who had an interest in her going.
Such was her irresolution, that, to the very last moment,
Raphael trembled lest she should give it up altogether. How-
ever, it was said that he had wisely provided against such an
emergency, and insured himself in more ways than one against
any eventual backsliding. Under color of losses at the Bourse,
he borrowed a sum to defray the expenses of a preliminary
voyage to America, undertaken to make the arrangements for
her reception there. He afterward obtained a second install-
ment for some other preparatory requisite, then again another
to advance the month's pay to the actors engaged, for the
passage expenses, &c., &c. "When he had thus borrowed to
the amount of 80 or 100,000 francs, he felt more seeure for
his own share of compensation.
On the llth of August all doubt was at an end; Rachel
embarked in the Pacific. The countenance of the tragedienne
wore a heavy cloud. Mute and thoughtful, she seemed to
leave the shores-of Europe with marked reluctance. It might
be that the natural grief of parting with friends had thus sad-
dened her; some of the members of the company suggested
that she might be reflecting on M. Dumas's pleasant predic-
tion that, " should Mademoiselle Rachel succumb to climate,
fatigue, or disease, like Mademoiselle Sontag, her brother Ra-
phael would make the best of the misfortune by having her

